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may become CH. If the low energy sensor node is nominated
for CH, then it will expire swiftly. Consequently, network
heftiness will effect and network lifetime decrease. [6].
LEACH-C or LEACH-Centralized is another approach [7] to
increase the performance of LEACH. In LEACH-C the BS
make all decisions like CH selection, cluster formation and
circulation of information into the network. CH choice
depends on energy and location information.
In EESCA [8], CH nomination is made by hybrid manner
depends on location and residual energy. The author claims
that the proposed method is decent for load balancing and
increase the network lifetime. This protocol divides the whole
network into a static number of cluster (four). Select a node
as a CH which is central position of the cluster and very low
average communication distance. CH preserves the
successive rounds up to lose its half of the aggregate energy
assigned in the opening period. Afterwards another node is
selected with low average communication distance. When all
node of the cluster loses their 50% energy, then the CH
selection is depending on remaining energy. If a node from
the edge of the network is selected as CH. The nodes in the
cluster need to transmit their statistics over a lengthy distance.
Hence more vitality will consume.
In [9] proposed a new method optimized leach, OLEACH
main purpose of this algorithm is to improve prevailing
LEACH as well as LEACH-C protocols. The key idea of the
method is select a node as a CH which energy level is greater
than 10% of the residual energy level of every sensor. When
the energy is less than its level in second stage traditional
LEACH protocol will be run. In EBCAG [10], the key aim
behind formation of cluster is to fine-tune cluster size
indicated by the separation between the BS and CH. In this
method each sensor node preserves a slope esteem which
describe its lowest step tally to the BS. However, preserving
a gradient value for each sensor node produce additional
energy overhead inside the network. In this protocol, for
formation and maintenance of different size of cluster
required large amount of energy.
In ECPF [11], CH selection is done by non-probabilistic
manner. It selects CH according to delay times which is
conversely relative to the remaining energy. ECPF method
also practices fuzzy logic guidelines for choosing final CH
from a tentative set of CH. In this method CH selection
technique primarily depends on the delay time. But remaining
energy of node is less in upper rounds. As a result, delay time
will be very short. Selection of CH from tentative set of CH
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I. INTRODUCTION
Presently wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has been
viewed as an essential technology. A typical WSN composed
of an extensive number, minimal cost sensor node which
work on restricted battery power and are engaged in the
unreachable and hazardous environment. Sensor nodes can
sense peripheral events, combine the sense statistics and
transmit it. WSNs are utilized with a wide range of
applications such as ecological disorder monitoring, military
surveillance, ocean monitoring, the internal wildlife of sea
monitoring, underwater mineral mining, patient monitoring
etc. As mentioned earlier sensor node operates with limited
battery power and is engaged in an unreachable and
hazardous environment. That is why they are very difficult to
replace or recharged. Therefore, energy efficiency to
maximizing the network lifespan is one of the basic
challenges [1,2,3].
For maximizing the life time of WSNs a plenty of
hierarchy based clustering protocol has been suggested by the
researchers. Each of them uses different protocols for cluster
formation and data transmission [4]. These protocol partition
the WSN into different logical groups which termed clusters.
In every cluster a node act like a leader which called cluster
head(CH). CH is responsible towards communicate through
the base station(BS). As a result, routing overhead of normal
nodes are reduced because they only transmit their data to
CH. In [5] Heni Zelman first proposed LEACH protocol for
WSN. The key idea of LEACH was revolving the CH over
the whole network for efficient load dissemination. This
protocol selects CH randomly with probabilistic manner.
After completing a couple of rounds low energy sensor node
978-1-5386-8014-8/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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using fuzzy logic will require more time and energy. Recently
various protocol proposed based on LEACH. CH-Leach [12]
based on k-means procedure. However, according to [16] kmeans procedure suffers from empty cluster and unequal
cluster size problem. In [13] use k-means algorithm for
clustering. CH selection is made by Gauss elimination
algorithm. This approach also suffers from unequal cluster
size. Due to unequal cluster size, uneven load distribution
occurs in the network. Because a CH holds more member
nodes (MNs) will chomp more energy, and dies faster in
compare to another CH holding less MNs [14]. In our
proposed protocol we provide solution of these problems.
Here we offered a new approach for energy efficient load
balancing for WSNs. Proposed method contain two stages.
First stage composed of cluster formation and the second stage
is load balancing algorithm. For load balancing we consider
intra, inter cluster cost, communication distance among CH
and the BS. We have described briefly about the protocol in
section II, depicts simulation result in section III and
conclusion in section IV.

C. Protocol Description
Our proposed protocol composed of two stages. One is the
cluster formation and the other is load balancing based on a
centralized system. All computation will be done by the BS
[15]. In the cluster formation stage, cluster formation and CH
selection will be done by the k-means algorithm [12].
However, the k-means algorithm creates an empty cluster and
unequal size of clusters [16]. In the load balancing stage first,
we remove the empty cluster where the number of nodes
equals zero. We define maximum node threshold Thnode.
Which can be defined as follows: Thnode= No. of alive
node/No. of cluster, minimum node threshold Thmin. Where
Thmin.= m percent of Thnode and communication distance
threshold Dth. We assume in our work that Dth=80 percent of
the network size. where Dth is the communication distance
threshold from BS to corresponding CH of a cluster.
For fine tuning the load balance, we considering the
parameters intra cluster cost, inter cluster cost and
communication distance. Intra cluster cost means energy
needed for communication among member nodes with its CH
in a cluster. Inter cluster cost means energy needed for
communication between CH and the BS. Communication
distance means the distance between CH and the BS. The CH
of a corresponding cluster which is farthest from the BS,
spend more energy for sending its data to BS. So proposed
algorithm checks with the communication distance threshold
Dth for every CH. If the Dth is greater than Dch, where Dch is
the distance from BS to CH then the node threshold Thnode for
that cluster will be 10 percent less than the original node
threshold Thnode. Then find the cluster which the number of
nodes less than Thmin. Remove these nodes from that cluster
and join them to their nearest cluster. The cluster becomes
empty, again remove the empty cluster.
Now find the heavy loaded cluster where number of node
is greater than Thnode. load balance is done by removing those
extra nodes which are furthest from its CH and join those
nodes to their nearest cluster. For the lightly loaded cluster
where number of node is less than Thnode, will receive nodes
removes from the heavy loaded cluster. After that, some
cluster might be heavy or lightly loaded. For this reason, we
didn’t apply any condition. After several iterations of the
process, all cluster of the network will be well balance. i.e.
not too heavily and lightly loaded. Since this protocol
consider for one hop communication network the pseudo
code of proposed algorithm is outline bellow:

II. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
A. Assumptions
In our proposed protocol we assume that all nodes are
randomly organized over the network. All the nodes are
homogeneous i.e. all node have equal communication abilities
and equal initial energy. Nodes energy can differ according to
communication distance. The BS is fixed with enough
computational power. We deliberate two situations for the
location of BS, one is the center of the network and the other
is the edge of the network.
B. Radio Model
We use first order radio model [7] for energy consumption

Figure. 1 Radio energy degeneracy model

analysis which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Step 1: Cluster formation will be done by k-means algorithm.
Step 2: Select CH according to residual energy of each
cluster.
Step 3: Set node threshold Thnode = No. of alive node/No. of
cluster
Step 4: Set Dth= Network size*.80 // Where Dth is the
communication distance threshold from BS to CH
Step 5: Set Thmin. = m percent of Thnode // where m is variable.
Step 6: Find all empty cluster and remove those cluster.
Step 7: if number of nodes of any cluster is < Thmin.
Then join those nodes to the nearest cluster and
remove that empty cluster
Step 8: Find all heavy loaded and lightly loaded cluster
according to node threshold level. Execute step 9 and
10 for n time.

(1)

is energy for processing per bit,
and
Where
energy consume for transmitting one bit to accomplish a
tolerable bit error rate in free space and multipath model
respectively.
Where threshold d0 can be defined by the following equation:
=

(2)

And for receiving bit, the consumption is given by the
following equation:
=
×
(3)
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TABLE II. NETWORK LIFE TIME COMPARISON

Step 9: for each heavy loaded cluster
Thnode = No. of alive node/No. of cluster
If (Dth>Dch)
Set NewThnode= Thnode*0.9
Else Set Thnode =NewThnode
End if
Find adjustable node from this cluster which is
furthest from its CH
Adjustable node= number of node of the clusterThnode.
For each adjustable nodes
Join this node to its nearest CH other than self CH
End for
End for
Step 10: for each lightly loaded cluster
Thnode = No. of alive node/No. of cluster
If (Dth>Dch)
Set NewThnode= Thnode*0.9
Else Set Thnode =NewThnode
End if
Select adjustable nodes which is nearest to the CH
but not member of this cluster.
Adjustable node= Thnode- number of node of the
cluster
For each adjustable nodes
Join the node to this cluster
End for
End for.
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Figure 2. Number of dead node vs rounds (BS 50/99)

Average Energu of Each Node

Here, we have used Omnet++ simulator to simulate the
proposed algorithm to assess performance. We used network
factors as table 1. We measured network performance in two
situations, position of BS is on the edge other is on the centre
of the network. We have used various cluster zone like 30, 25,
20, 15, 10 and 5. Then we have compared our simulation result
with CH-leach protocol [12] with respect to network life time,
average energy and dead nodes.
TABLE I. NETWORK FACTORS

Value
100 ×100 meter2
(50*50)
(50*99)
100
4000 (bits)
0.5 J
50 nJ/bit
30,25,20,15,10 and 5
10 pJ/bit/meter2
0.0013 pJ/bit/meter4

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1
114
227
340
453
566
679
792
905
1018
1131
1244
1357
1470
1583
1696

III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
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Figure 3. Average energy vs rounds (BS 50/50)

Fig. 2 illustrate the number of dead node vs number of
rounds improvement with BS location (50/99). Fig. 3 and Fig.
4 displays the improvements of the average energy of each
node. As a result, number of rounds also increased both BS
location at 50/50 and 50/99 (edge of the network). In Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 shows significant improvement of network life
time in our offered algorithm in compare to CH-Leach
algorithm both BS location at 50/50 and 50/99 (edge of the
network).
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Figure 4. Average energy vs rounds (BS 50/99)
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In BS location 50/50 the network lifetime improved 8.6%,
9.5%, 3.2%, 5.9%, 0.94%, 2.5% for cluster area 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 respectively. In BS location 50/99 the network lifetime
improved 7.6%, 7.8%, 5.1%, 3.9%, 5.8%, 5.9% for cluster
area 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 respectively.
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Figure 5. Network Life Time in Different Cluster Area, Position of BS (50/50)
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Figure 6. Network Life Time in Different Cluster Area, Position of BS (50/99)

IV. CONCLUSION
Energy efficiency is the key issue fir the implementation
of various wireless sensor network applications. In this work
we have offered a two-stage energy proficient load balance
algorithm to make even load distribution within the network.
We have implemented and tested the proposed protocol on
two situations of the BS location and compared with an
existing protocol. The simulation results show that offered
protocol achieves good load balancing within the network. As
a result, network life time improves significantly.
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